Today's Headlines: Check Out Today's Top Stories

- King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of Sweden begin their five-day India visit
- EAM S. Jaishankar holds talks with his Swedish counterpart Ann Linde in New Delhi
- Nationwide vaccination drive launched to prevent eight diseases under Intensified Mission Indradhanush (IMI) 2.0
- IMI 2.0 covers diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, poliomyelitis, tuberculosis, measles, meningitis and Hepatitis B
- India Rankings Society (IRS) set up to develop system of ranking higher educational institutions in the country: HRD Ministry
- ‘The Vault of Vishnu’, by author Ashwin Sanghi, to release in January 2020
- ‘Early Indians: The Story of Our Ancestors and Where We Came From’ by Tony Joseph, wins Shakti Bhatt First Book Prize
- Prohibition of Electronic Cigarettes Bill, 2019 passed by Parliament
- Lt Gen P. S. Rajeshwar takes over as C-n-C of Andaman & Nicobar Command
- Sub-lieutenant Shivangi becomes 1st woman of Indian Navy; to fly Dornier surveillance aircraft
- BSF’s yearly magazine ‘Borderman’ released by Minister of State for Home Affairs Nityanand Rai
- The Lok Sabha on December 2, 2019 passed a Bill to replace an Ordinance promulgated in September for effecting reduction of corporate tax rates.
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- Base corporate tax for existing companies has been reduced to 22% from 30%, and to 15% from 25% for new manufacturing firms incorporated after October 1, 2019, and starting operations before March 31, 2023.
- Rating agency CRISIL cuts GDP growth forecast for 2019-20 to 5.1% from an earlier estimate of 6.3%
- Govt launches independent directors’ databank, to be maintained by Indian Institute for Corporate Affairs (IICA)
- Walmart, HDFC unveil co-branded credit card for ‘Best Price’ members
- Saudi Arabia assumes the G20 presidency under the theme of ‘Realising Opportunities of the 21st Century for All’
- G20 leaders’ summit will be held in Riyadh on November 21-22, 2020
- UN Climate Change Conference being held in Madrid, Spain from December 2 to 13
- International Day for the Abolition of Slavery observed on December 2
- Israel’s occupation has cost the Palestinian economy more than USD 2.5 billion a year for the past two decades: UNCTAD
- 3000-km long pipeline launched to transport natural gas from Siberia in Russia to northeast China
- Astronauts attach new pumps to cosmic ray detector outside International Space Station to prolong its life
- com chooses ‘existential’ as word of the year
- Pritivirajsing Roopun appointed as new President of Mauritius by parliament
- Iraq’s Parliament approves resignation of Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi
- ‘Will & Grace’ actor Shelley Morrison dies at 83 in US
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- Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton wins season ending Formula One Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
- Karnataka beat Tamil Nadu by 1 run in final to win Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy cricket tournament in Surat
- King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of Sweden begin their five-day India visit
- EAM S. Jaishankar holds talks with his Swedish counterpart Ann Linde in New Delhi
- Nationwide vaccination drive launched to prevent eight diseases under Intensified Mission Indradhanush (IMI) 2.0
- IMI 2.0 covers diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, poliomyelitis, tuberculosis, measles, meningitis and Hepatitis B
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- ‘Early Indians: The Story of Our Ancestors and Where We Came From’ by Tony Joseph, wins Shakti Bhatt First Book Prize
- Prohibition of Electronic Cigarettes Bill, 2019 passed by Parliament
- Lt Gen P. S. Rajeshwar takes over as C-n-C of Andaman & Nicobar Command
- Sub-lieutenant Shivangi becomes 1st woman of Indian Navy; to fly Dornier surveillance aircraft
- BSF’s yearly magazine ‘Borderman’ released by Minister of State for Home Affairs Nityanand Rai
The Lok Sabha on December 2, 2019 passed a Bill to replace an Ordinance promulgated in September for effecting reduction of corporate tax rates.
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- Pritivirajsing Roopun appointed as new President of Mauritius by parliament
- Iraq’s Parliament approves resignation of Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi
- ‘Will & Grace’ actor Shelley Morrison dies at 83 in US
- Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton wins season ending Formula One Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
- Karnataka beat Tamil Nadu by 1 run in final to win Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy cricket tournament in Surat
- Armies of India and Sri Lanka begin Exercise Mitra Shakti-VII at Aundh Military Station, Pune
- Maharashtra: Nana Patole of Congress elected Assembly Speaker; BJP’s Devendra Fadnavis named leader of opposition
- Nagaland celebrates its 57th statehood day on December 1, 2019
- 20th edition of Nagaland Hornbill Festival being organised at the Naga Heritage Village at Kisama from December 1 to 10
- ICAS (Indian Civil Accounts Service) Officer Soma Roy Burman takes charge as the new Controller General of Accounts (CGA)
- Indian Ordnance Factories’ Service officer (IOFS) Hari Mohan takes charge as new Chairman of the Kolkata-headquartered Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)
- World AIDS Day observed on December 1 with its theme as ‘Communities Make the Difference’
- MoS, HRD Sanjay Dhotre inaugurates the India Pavilion at International Book fair in Guadalajara, Mexico
- India becomes first country to make entire process for pilgrims going process digital: Minority Affairs Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
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- Irving Burgie, songwriter of calypso hit ‘Day-O,’ dies at 95
- 13th South Asian Games inaugurated in Kathmandu by Nepal’s President Bidya Devi Bhandari
- Delhi’s Shamim Khan wins Kensville Open golf tournament in Ahmedabad
- 2019 Syed Modi International badminton tournament concluded at the Babu Banarasi Das Indoor Stadium in Lucknow on December 1, 2019. Winners are:
  - Men’s Singles: Wang Tzu-wei of Chinese Taipei
  - Women’s Singles: Carolina Marín of Spain
  - Men’s Doubles: He Jiting & Tan Qiang of China
  - Women’s Doubles: Baek Ha-na & Jung Kyung-eun of South Korea
  - Mixed Doubles: Rodion Alimov & Alina Davletova of Russia
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